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Project Information
Owner: Washington State DOT
Designed (A/E): Washington State DOT
Constructor: Granite Construction
Key Subcontractors:

Project completed on
schedule without extensions.
Bridge opened 14 days early.
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Type of Contract: Unit Price Bid‐Build

SR 542 Anderson Creek Culvert
Overview
Anderson Creek passes under SR 542 (Mt. Baker Highway) six miles east of
Bellingham, WA and flows into the Nooksack River. In the 1930’s a 8’x16’ box
culvert was installed 40 feet below the roadway to allow the creek to pass
underneath. Over time the creek eroded the downstream side of the culvert
resulting in a ten foot drop off below the culvert. A fish ladder was installed in
the 1980’s, however fish access was still impeded through the culvert. The
culvert would often be blocked with debris which required constant
monitoring and maintenance.
In March 2013 a federal court injunction was issued requiring the State to
significantly increase the efforts of removing the blocked habitat for salmon
and steelhead by 2030. The Anderson Creek culvert was one of the culverts
required to be replaced. Washington State Department of Transportation
(WSDOT) designed a bridge to be installed in place of the culvert. Due to soft
subsurface conditions being unable to support normal bridge loading, WSDOT
designed fills to incorporate lightweight cellular concrete. The project required
removing existing fish, diverting the stream, removing the existing culvert,
rebuilding 500’ of stream bed, and installing a 63 feet long bridge.
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Schedule Management
SR 542 serves as the primary route to the Mount Baker recreation area, and the project would significantly impact the
traveling public and businesses in the area. The project consisted of removal of the existing culvert and providing a
replacement bridge. Summer tourism in this area provides significant economic benefits to Whatcom County. To
minimize overall impacts a 75‐day closure of SR 542 was allowed for the removal of the existing culvert and placement
of the new bridge. Work during the closure involved the coordination of 5 Granite construction crews as well as 27
unique subcontractors working day and night shifts up to 7 days a week. To add to the schedule complications, at the
start of the closure the Washington Department of Natural Resources (DNR) shut down work within forests due to
extreme fire hazards. Granite had to apply for a waiver from the DNR in order to continue working. As part of the waiver
Granite was required to keep a fire watch onsite during all work hours as well as have access to a fire box and 500+
gallons of water onsite.
Pier walls for the bridge were made of lightweight cellular concrete. The cellular concrete was poured in 2 foot lifts
inside of welded wire baskets lined with a geotextile. Due to quantity of material required for this work a batch plant
was set up onsite and material was placed by pumping directly from the batch plant to the pour locations. Accelerator
was used in the concrete to expedite the cure time. In addition, Granite ran a day shift and night shift in order to get 2
lifts completed each day.
To complete all the work required during the closure, significant planning and coordination was required. Granite
selected Performance International Grout Company (PIG) to supply all the cellular concrete onsite. PIG is a national
leader in lightweight concrete, performing work throughout the USA and Canada. PIG is based out of Bellingham and
this project provided them a very rare opportunity to work locally. Granite had several planning meetings with PIG prior
to the start of the closure to come up with the most efficient cellular concrete design to minimize the cure time required
prior to placing the next lift. Preconstruction meetings were held with many of the subcontractors to onboard them to
the project schedule. Due to limited space onsite material deliveries needed to be scheduled in a timely manner. Long
lead items were ordered well in advance of the closure. Detailed schedules were made for material deliveries onsite and
coordinated with suppliers prior to the start of the closure.
With an unwavering commitment to achieve the project goals, a highly coordinated effort of Granite and team
members; Subcontractors, Suppliers, and WSDOT, the road was opened to the public 14 days early, reducing the burden
to residents and businesses that were impacted by the roadway closure. Other critical milestones included all work
within the stream needing to be complete during a 60‐day fish window during the onsite closure.

Schedule Performance
Original Schedule:
June 23, 2015

Contract Working Days:
104 days

Estimated Completion:
December 1, 2015

Actual Start Date:
June 23, 2015

Used Working Days:
102 days

Actual Completion Date:
May 13, 2016 *
Due to weather, painting was suspended until Spring 16’
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Safety
The project provided Granite with significant safety hazards. For each scope work, plans were created and job hazard
analysis were done to identify safety risks and how to best mitigate the hazards. Some of the biggest hazards identified
were; site access on steep slopes, fall hazards on pier walls and bridge deck, working hours and schedule, and heat from
work being performed in a record warm summer.
The use of work plans and daily safety meetings were used to share safety risks and mitigation with Granite crews and
subcontractors. Encouraging input from crews helped identify additional hazards not identified in the original job hazard
analysis. Stretch and flex and mid‐shift take 5 programs further minimized the risk of injuries to employees.
Granite worked closely with Engineers from Spanish Peaks Engineering and Consulting (Spanish Peaks) to assist in
designing fall protection systems for building the cellular concrete pier walls and bridge overhang. Granite and Spanish
Peaks came up with a handrail system that would be built up with the wall using anchors within the cellular wall. This
proved to be both cost and time efficient helping Granite to meet the project schedule while providing a safe working
area for workers.
Best practices for managing the heat and longer working days were discussed with the crews and plans were put into
place to mitigate the risks associated with the high temperatures.

Safety Performance

Safety Risks:

OSHA Incidence Rate: 0%

 steep slopes

Lost Work Days: 0

 access

Manhours:
 Granite – 15,642
 Subcontractor – 7,000
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Environmental Considerations
The Anderson Creek culvert replacement project was one of the first projects delivered under the WSDOT Fish Passage
Project Program. It included coordination with key stakeholders such as WDFW, Lummi Nation, Nooksack Tribes, NOAA,
USFW, DOE, and USACE. The fish passage design followed the stream simulation methodology which directs design to
match and mimic the existing conditions to in essence “simulate” the natural stream. Large woody debris and habitat
boulders were included in the channel to add complexity and mimic natural processes. The new crossing opened up 13.6
miles of upstream habitat for pink, chum, Chinook, and soho salmon, steelhead, searun cutthroat, bull trout and
resident trout.
Construction required working along an active stream. Fish exclusion was performed prior to implementing a stream
diversion. During fish removal WSDOT and Granite staff removed over 2,000 fish from within the project limits. Granite
rerouted the stream through a 30” diameter temporary culvert during construction activities in lieu of hydraulic pumps
which increase risk to fish. There were zero environmental incidents during the stream diversion installation and
removal.
Nine wetlands, Anderson Creek, and two unnamed streams encompassed the project site. Improvements recreated
over 500 LF of stream with zero environmental incidents. The project included over 42,000 CY of excavation that was
primarily stabilized with long term mulch. Permanent BMP’s also included native plantings, seeding, bark or wood chip
mulch. The impact areas were restored with over 4,200 plants and trees.
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Community Relations
Construction Strategy
During the design process WSDOT engaged the public through community meetings, project email lists, press releases
and the project website. One of the key decisions made in collaboration with community feedback, was the project
construction strategy. There was an option to construct the bridge in pieces and keep SR 542 open throughout
construction. Another option was to close SR 542 and get the bridge done as expeditiously as possible. The preferred
approach was to close a section of SR 542 for the duration of bridge construction. WSDOT agreed to incentivize the
contract so that the bridge was complete and the roadway opened in less than 75 days. The contract included a
$15k/day incentive to try and make that happen, but the project was complex and there were no guarantees.
Fortunately for everyone involved, Granite came with a well thought out plan and worked tirelessly to open the new
bridge to traffic after only 61 days of the roadway being closed.

Rome Church
WSDOT and Granite Partnered with Rome Church during the early stages of the contract to create better access during
construction and understand concerns of the property owner. The church allowed Granite to utilize a portion of their
parking lot for laydown areas and a grass field for infiltration. Access to the church was maintained at all times during
construction. Parking lot circulation and access modifications were made at the conclusion of the project through
signing and pavement marking adjustments.
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Unusual Accomplishments
Bridge Foundation Design & Construction
The new bridge was constructed in an area of glaciomarine drift prone to consolidation settlement. In order to minimize
settlement and address other issues, lightweight cellular concrete was chosen as the structure backfill and embankment
fill material. By using lightweight fill the project was able to avoid the use of more expensive deep foundations for the
bridge and walls. Spread footings were perched up on the fill material.
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Unusual Accomplishments (cont.)
Fall Protection plans
Fall protection was engineered for walls with limited access and continually changing height.

Girder Placement
Granite and Spanish Peaks brought technical teams together to engineer the most advantageous crane placement and
pick plan. The crane was setup on light weight concrete that weighed 30 pounds per cubic foot, with a compressive
strength of 75 psi, which was determined to support a crane large enough to pick up 70,000 pound girders and set them
on the bridge abutments. This designed pick plan included one outrigger set at half extension to allow trucks to back
closer to the crane to minimize the picking radius. The crane placement and pick plan proved to be both effective and
efficient.
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Additional Considerations
Fish Passage Program
The Anderson Creek project was one of the first
projects constructed under WSDOT’s newly created
Fish Passage Program tasked to remedy fish barriers
across the state. As a result, a number of
stakeholders remained involved throughout
construction to ensure project goals were being
accomplished. WSDOT inspection crews and Granite
field crews accommodated frequent site visits and
input throughout construction.
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